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An unusual poxvirus from Nigeria
A. T. C. BOURKE 1 & K. R. DUMBELL 2

A poxvirus of the variola-vaccinia subgroup was isolated from the lesions of a female
African refugee suffering from a smallpox-like illness. The virus is interesting because it is
neither variola nor vaccinia but combines some properties of each. These properties are
described and the possible origin of the virus is discussed.

CASE HISTORY

"Lenny ", a female African refugee aged about
40 years, was admitted to Arua Akpan sick bay,
Annang Province, Nigeria, on 19 March 1969. She
was suffering from severe malnutrition. While under-
going treatment, the patient developed a high fever,
which subsequently subsided, with the appearance of
a vesicular eruption, on or about 26 March. After
that her condition deteriorated.
When the patient was examined on 11 April she

was found to be comatose and severely emaciated.
Dense clusters of dark brown-black scabs were dis-
tributed over the anterior and lateral aspects of the
neck, the pectoral region of the thorax, the shoulders,
the wrists and dorsal surfaces of the hands, the tibial
region of both legs, and over the sacral and gluteal
regions. The face and feet were only sparsely covered
with scabs whereas there was a moderately large
number on the lower thorax and abdomen. Loose
scabs were removed from the neck and shoulders for
laboratory examination. No old vaccination scars
were observed.

EPIDEMIOLOGY

A history of the patient's movements prior to
her admission could not be obtained. There had
been one or two vague reports of smallpox in refugees
living in areas of bush adjacent to Arua Akpan, but
none had been confirmed. A poxvirus was demon-
strated by electron microscopy in one other specimen
obtained from this area, but no virus was cultured
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from it. Combat activity had forced many refugees
into the bush, making it difficult for medical person-
nel to follow up reported cases. Clinically typical
chickenpox was not infrequently seen in sick bays,
refugee camps, and rural dispensaries throughout
the Arua Akpan area. During March 1969, 24 403
persons in Annang Province were vaccinated against
smallpox, using a lyophilized vaccine.3

LABORATORY EXAMINATION

Extracts of scabs were examined with the electron
microscope by courtesy of Dr J. D. Almeida, and
typical poxvirus particles were seen. The extract
also gave a positive result for variola-vaccinia antigen
by the agar gel precipitation test. The extract was
also inoculated on to the chorioallantoic membrane
(CAM) of 12-day eggs, which were then incubated at
35°C and 38.3°C to isolate the virus and to determine
temperature sensitivity. Three days later pocks with
an appearance characteristic of vaccinia were seen
on the membranes of eggs incubated at 35°C. No
pocks developed at 38.3°C although vaccinia virus
would have shown pock development at that temper-
ature. This anomalous result prompted us to make a
more detailed examination of the virus, which we
designated " Lenny ".

Pock characteristics on CAM
After incubation for 72 hours at 35-36°C, Lenny

virus produced pocks that were large and ulcerated,
like those of vaccinia. Two types of pock were seen:
one grey, the other white. This is not observed with
the Lister strain of vaccinia virus, but is characteristic
of the Wyeth strain.

Ceiling temperature
The efficiency of pock development was measured

at a variety of temperatures for Lenny, variola
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Table 1. Reduction of titrea on chick chorioallantoic
membrane related to the titre at 37°C

Temperature
Virus

380C 38.50C [ 39-C 400C

Lenny 0.3 0.85 > 3.0

Harvey 0.25 0.60 > 3.0 -

Wyeth - 0.0 0.2 1.0

Lister - 0.0 0.2

a Logio units.

Harvey, vaccinia Lister, and vaccinia Wyeth viruses.
Wyeth virus was found to be slightly more tempera-
ture-sensitive than Lister virus. Lenny virus had the
same temperature sensitivity as variola. Details of
the results are shown in Table 1.

Mortality in chick embryos
The mortality rate for Lenny virus was determined

as described by Bedson & Dumbell (1961), variola
major and vaccinia viruses being used as controls.
The inoculum of Lenny virus giving a mean sur-
vival time of 4 days was found to be 1 000
compared with 30 000 pfu for variola and 10 p or
vaccinia Wyeth viruses. The figure obtained for
Lenny virus is close to that for monkeypox, but this
is probably coincidental.

Plaques in chick embryo fibroblast cultures
Lenny virus produced clear plaques in monolayer

cultures of chick embryo fibroblasts. The plaques
appeared rapidly (36-48 hours) and were similar to
those of vaccinia, though slightly smaller. Their
mean size at 42 hours was 0.4-0.6 mm, compared
with 0.5-1.0 mm for vaccinia Wyeth in the same
experiment. The plaques produced by Lenny virus
were qualitatively different from those of variola or
monkeypox, which are smaller and develop more
slowly.
Inoculation ofRK13 monolayers
Lenny virus produced a cytopathic effect and

plaques similar to those of vaccinia virus. Altogether,
10 serial passages were made; there were no observ-
able changes but some adaptation probably occurred
since higher yields of virus were obtained from mono-
layers showing a confluent cytopathic effect in later
passages than from cultures of similar appearance
in early passages.

Inoculation of rabbits
Through the courtesy of Professor K. McCarthy,

rabbits were inoculated intradermally with graded
doses of Lenny virus in its third egg passage and of a
suspension ofvaccinia virus Wyeth reconstituted from
dried vaccine. Both preparations were simultaneously
titrated on CAM. The intradermal inoculation of
300 pfu of either virus produced no visible reaction.
A dose 10 times larger produced a small papule,
easily palpable but only about 1 mm in diameter.
The inoculation of 30 000 pfu produced small papules
that appeared by the third day and reached a size of
10 mm by the sixth day. At this time the papules
were seen to have a necrotic centre. No significant
differences were observed between Lenny and vac-
cinia Wyeth viruses.
The rabbits were challenged 13 days after infection

with graded inocula of monkeypox virus. A normal
rabbit was also challenged as a control. The control
rabbit developed large (60 mm) necrotic papules at
concentrations of inoculum of 10- or higher, and a
10-mm necrotic papule at a concentration of l0-5.
There was also a severe, discrete secondary rash with
papules of 5-6 mm. None of the challenged rabbits
developed a secondary rash; the monkeypox virus
produced small papules in concentrations of 104 or
higher, but their size did not exceed 10 mm. Further
experiments are planned to determine if rabbits ino-
culated with Lenny and Wyeth viruses will resist
challenge with vaccinia Lister or monkeypox viruses
after a longer interval.
Passage in human embryo cells
Lenny virus was passed 6 times in series in mono-

layer cell cultures derived from human embryo skin
and muscle (HEF). The cytopathic effect produced
by the virus resembled that produced by vaccinia
and was unlike that of variola. The yield from the
sixth passage in HEF was titrated on CAM and gave
a titre of IO"-' pfu. Good confluent haemadsorption
with vaccinia-sensitive fowl cells was obtained in
HEF monolayers inoculated with 105 pfu per tube
and incubated at either 370 or 40°C for 24 hours.

Antigenic characters
Extracts of CAM infected with Lenny virus were

tested for precipitin lines in agar gel against antivac-
cinia and anticowpox sera. The lines obtained
matched those of vaccinia and monkeypox antigens.
Extracts of CAM infected with Lenny virus gave
good haemagglutination of vaccinia-sensitive fowl
erythrocytes. Haemagglutination inhibition studies
will be included in another report.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Lenny virus behaves like Wyeth vaccinia virus in
most tests. The two main differences that have been
noticed are that the ceiling temperature on CAM is
equivalent to that of variola virus and that the
mortality rate in chick embryos is intermediate
between those of vaccinia and variola viruses.
A major change in the ceiling temperature of

vaccinia virus occurring as a spontaneous mutation
would probably be very rare. Kim & Braunwald
(1964) described a vaccinial mutant with a ceiling
temperature lowered from 41'C to 39.5°C, but this
was obtained only after many passages at low tem-
perature. Recombination seems to us a more likely
explanation for the origin of a poxvirus with the
properties of Lenny virus. Vaccinia Wyeth virus
could have contributed the major fraction of the

Lenny genome and the low ceiling temperature might
have been derived from another poxvirus, such as
variola. A virus fairly similar to Lenny was described
by Bedson & Dumbell (1964) following recombina-
tion between cowpox and variola. Deliberate at-
tempts to form recombinants between variola and
vaccinia viruses have not been reported in detail,
though opportunity for such a recombination to
occur has been provided in at least one vaccine
institute. It should also be remembered that there are
normal poxviruses related to vaccinia but with low
ceiling temperature, such as buffalopox (Baxby &
Hill, 1971).
Because of the local conditions in Nigeria, it was

not possible to follow up the patient and her contacts,
or to obtain further specimens, and it seems that
Lenny virus must for the time remain a curiosity of
uncertain origin.

RJISUMmt

UN POXVIRUS DE TYPE INHABITUEL DECOUVERT AU NIGERIA

En 1969, un poxvirus appartenant au sous-groupe
variole-vaccine a ete isole a partir des 1lsions chez une
Africaine atteinte d'une maladie eruptive ressemblant it
la variole.
Ce virus, baptise * Lenny ), offrait la particularit6 de

n'etre ni un virus variolique ni un virus vaccinal, mais
de posseder certaines des proprietes de l'un et l'autre
de ces virus. Son examen au microscope electronique
a montre la presence de particules typiques de poxvirus
et l'epreuve de precipitation en milieu gelifi6 a permis
de le classer dans le sous-groupe variole-vaccine. Sur
membrane chorio-allantolde d'embryon de poulet, le virus
Lenny produisait des l6sions semblables a celles provo-
quees par la souche Wyeth de virus vaccinal. Sa tempe-
rature limite de croissance (38,5C3) etait la meme que

celle du virus variolique. Sa dose l6tale pour l'embryon
de poulet apres 4 jours etait de 1 000 unites formatrices
de pustules (pfu), intermediaire entre celle du virus vario
lique (30 000 pfu) et celle du virus vaccinal (10 pfu).
Sur diverses cultures cellulaires, le virus Lenny formait
des plages semblables a celles produites par la souche
Wyeth de virus vaccinal et son effet cytopathogene etait
du meme ordre. En inoculation intradermique au lapin,
il causait des l6sions peu etendues, identiques a celles
provoquees par la souche Wyeth.

Les auteurs estiment peu probable que le virus Lenny
resulte d'une mutation du virus variolique et du virus
vaccinal. Il convient plutot de le considerer comme issu
d'une recombinaison entre ces deux virus ou comme un
virus d'origine non encore determin6e.
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